IN MEMORIAM

Yuguag Zheng · Christopher Zarba · Donald McArthur Young · Kevin Wayne Yokum · Shuyin Yang · Vicki Yancey · John
Yamnick · Marvin Woods · Candace Williams · David Lucian Williams · Leslie A. Whittington · John Wenckus · Deborah Welsh
· William Weems · Timothy Ward · Kenneth Waldie · Honor Wainio · Mary Wahlstrom · Ronald James Vauk · James Trentini ·
Mary Trentini · Otis Vincent Tolbert · Alicia Titus · Sandra Teague · Leonard Taylor · Michael Tarrou · John Talignani · Madeline
Sweeney · Brian D. Sweeney · Xavier Suarez · Douglas Stone · Robert Speisman · Mari Rae Sopper · Dianne Snyder ·
Christine Snyder · Heath Smith · Gregg Harold Smallwood · Jane Simpkin · Diane Simmons · George Simmons · Kathleen
Shearer · Robert Shearer · Dan Frederic Shanower · Robert Allan Schlegel · Victor J. Saracini · Jesus Sanchez · John
Sammartino · Mark Rothenberg · Richard Ross · Philip Rosenweig · Jean Roger · Frederick Rimmele · Todd Reuben · David
Retik · Marsha Dianah Ratchford · Lisa Raines · Patrick Quigley · Joseph John Pycior Jr · Sonia Morales Puopolo · Jack
Punches · Darin Howard Pontell · Bernthia Perkins · Thomas Pecorelli · Jonas Martin Panik · Jane Orth · Ruben Ornedo ·
Betty Ong · Barbara Olson · John Ogonowski · Jacqueline Norton · Robert Norton · Michael Allen Noeth · Kathleen Nicosia ·
Khang Nguyen · Christopher Newton · Renee Newell · Laurie Neira · Shawn Nassaney · Mildred Naiman · Patrick Jude
Murphy · Brian Anthony Moss · Jerry Moran · Laura Lee Morabito · Antonio Montoya · Carlos Montoya · Jeff Mladenik · Nicole
Miller · Wolfgang Menzel · Dora Menchaca · Chris Mello · Thomas McGuinness · Juliana Valentine McCourt · Ruth McCourt ·
Renee May · Waleska Martinez · Karen Martin · Louis Neil Mariani · Alfred Marchand · Marianne MacFarlane · Nehamon
Lyons IV · James Lynch · CeeCee Lyles · Sara Low · Maclovia Lopez · Jennifer Lewis · Kenneth Lewis · Daniel C. Lewin ·
Danny Lee · Dong Lee · Robert LeBlanc · N. Janis Lasden · Jude Larson · Natalie Larson · Judy Larocque · Norma
Langsteuerle · Michael Scott Lamana · Kathryn Laborie · David Kovalcin · Brian Kinney · Amy King · Karen A. Kincaid ·
Heinrich Kimmig · Norma Khan · Ralph Kershaw · Yvonne Kennedy · Chandler Keller · Barbara Keating · Robin Kaplan · Ann
Judge · Mychal Judge · Judith Jones · Charles Jones · John Jenkins · Amy Jarret · Roberta Jalbert · Robert Jalbert · Steve
Jacoby · Bryan Jack · Nicholas Humber · Brady Howell · Angela Houtz · Michael Horrocks · Leroy Homer · Cora Holland · John
Hofer · Ted Hennessey · Ronald John Hemenway · Michele Heidenberger · Robert Hayes · James E. Hayden · Peter Hashem
· Eric Hartono · Gerald Hardacre · Peter Hanson · Susan Hanson · Christine Hanson · Carl Hammond · Stanley Hall · Paige
Farley Hackel · Richard Guadagno · Linda Gronlund · Francis Grogan · Donald Greene · Wanda Green · Ian Gray · Lauren
Grandcolas · Lynn Goodchild · Jeremy Glick · Edmund Glazer · Lawrence Daniel Getzfred · Linda George · Peter Gay ·
Andrew Garcia · Peter Ganci · Ronald Gamboa · Richard Gabriel · Karleton D.B. Fyfe · Lisa Frost · Paul Friedman · Colleen
Fraser · Carol Flyzik · Matthew Michael Flocco · Bud Flagg · Dee Flagg · Alex Filipov · James Ferguson · Edward Felt · William
Feehan · Robert Fangman · Jamie Lynn Fallon · Zoe Falkenberg · Dana Falkenberg · Charles S. Falkenberg · Robert
Randolph Elseth · Barbara Edwards · Edward Thomas Earhart · Patrick Dunn · Charles Droz · Patrick Driscoll · Ray Downey ·
William Howard Donovan Jr · Albert Dominguez · Robert Edward Dolan · Johnnie Doctor Jr · Donald Ditullio · David DiMeglio ·
Eddie Dillard · Rodney Dickens · Joseph Deluca · Gerald Francis Deconto · James Debeuneure · Gloria Debarrera · Dorothy
Dearaujo · Brian Dale · Jason Dahl · Andrew Currygreen · Patrick Currivan · Thelma Cucinello · Tara Creamer · Allen Cranford
· Asia Cotton · Georgine Corrigan · John Corcoran · Julian Cooper · Jeffrey Coombs · Jeffrey Collman · Sarah Clark · David
Charlebois · William Caswell · William Cashman · Neili Casey · Christoffer Carstanjen · Robin Caplin · Suzanne Calley · John
Cahill · Daniel Martin Caballero · Thomas E. Burnett Jr. · Charles Burlingame · Christopher Lee Burford · Bernard Brown ·
Marion Britton · Daniel Brandhorst · David Brandhorst · Sandra Bradshaw · Carol Bouchard · Klaus Bothe · William Booth ·
Deora Bodley · Kris Romeo Bishundat · Mark Bingham · Carolyn Beu · Yemen Betru · Graham Berkeley · Berry Berenson ·
Alan Beaven · Todd Beamer · Lorraine Bay · Mark Bavis · Melissa Rose Barnes · Christine Barbuto · Garnet "Ace" Bailey ·
Alona Avraham · Myra Aronson · Barbara Arestegui · Seima Aoyama · David Angell · Lynn Angell · Paul Ambrose · Anna
Williams Allison · Christian Adams ·

These rescue workers, Pentagon employees, innocent passengers and crew
were among the thousands who perished
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High school culture
Report traces the slide from valuing learning, captures
exchange students’ views, says fix is up to adults
In the following excerpt from a
new Brookings Institution report
titled “How Well Are American
Students Learning?”, author Tom
Loveless suggests that substantive
academic achievement gains will
elude the nation’s high schools
unless fundamental changes are
made in how teens spend their
time, and in what they value. In
both cases, Loveless says, the
changes need to be prompted by
adults. Ellipses mark points
where text has been dropped in the
excerpting process.
A whimsical look at high school
attendance areas, page 5. Real
maps and commentary, page 4.

By TOM LOVELESS
A rule of international math
assessments is that the older the
students tested, the worse the

Smith sets his 5-year goals
Most of Supt. Eric Smith’s
intended audience was focused on
a national tragedy last week, but
the schools had a sold-out lunch
crowd, so they proceeded with
Smith’s state of the schools
speech.
The Convention Center event
was chiefly focused on cultivating
relationships between schools and
the community’s businesses and
residents. But Smith used the
occasion to mourn the dead in
New York, Washington and
Pennsylvania, make the case for
the schools’ progress, and to
release new five-year goals.
As many employees will testify
from their workplace experiences,
goals-setting can unleash tremendous energies and result in great

progress, even if the goals themselves are not met. Smith’s goals
will do the same over time for the
areas he focuses on.
Where is the focus? It appears
to be on raising the bar for primary and middle school children.
Are the high schools on autopilot?
At the lower grades, Smith
wants to get just about everybody
on grade level. And he wants
more children to go far beyond
grade level, as most should. He
wants to improve writing.
Tenth-graders take the writing
test, but the main academic goals
that focus on high school academics seek to raise the system’s SAT
average 23 points to the U.S.
average (it rose 8 points this past
Continued on Page 5

United States performs. American
fourth-graders do the best, scoring in the upper third of nations,
eighth-graders score near the
middle of the pack, and high
school seniors fall significantly
behind the rest of the world. Why
is this? An observer in a unique
position to shed light on this
question is the foreign exchange
student. By having personally
experienced American high
schools up close, foreign exchange
students can offer insights about
American teenagers and
American high schools that might
otherwise be overlooked.
With the cooperation of the
American Field Service (AFS), the
Brown Center conducted a survey
of foreign exchange students in
U.S. high schools during the
2000-2001 academic year....
Before discussing the results,
some historical background is in
order....
Imagine visiting a mediumsized American town in 1880....
Children worked on farms or in
small shops, learned how to make
a living in the family, and shortly
after the onset of puberty, became
adults.... Forty years later, everything had changed. We know how
teenagers lived in the 1920s from
the intricately detailed descriptions of life in Middletown, the
landmark study of a Midwestern
town by Chicago sociologists
Robert and Helen Lynd. Four
decades of surging high school
enrollments meant that huge
groups of adolescents now spent
most of the day together.... The
formal instruction provided by
Continued on Page 6
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To new readers of

Calendar

Educate!

a free community journal
on public education in
Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Welcome to this week’s edition.
Our aim is to supply information
useful to you in your role as student, parent or citizen interested
in the welfare of CharlotteMecklenburg Schools. To be
removed from our mailing list,
send a “Remove” message to
SwannFello@aol.com
Educate! is published by The
Swann Fellowship, 1510 E. 7th St.,
Charlotte, NC 28204. Voice: 704342-4330 Fax: 704-342-4550. Email: SwannFello@aol.com Lucy
Bush, president; B.B. DeLaine,
vice president. Published since
September 2000. Six-week average circulation through last issue:
2,367.
The name: The Swann Fellowship
was named for Darius and Vera
Swann, who on behalf of their son
James became the lead plaintiffs in
Swann vs. Mecklenburg in the 1960s.
Darius Swann was the first African
American Presbyterian missionary
ever assigned outside of Africa. His
experiences in India led him to appreciate the value of an integrated society for human development.
The vision: As people of faith, our
vision is that all children in the
Charlotte-Mecklenburg school system
will have excellent educational opportunities which are both equitable and
integrated.
The background: Formed in 1997 out
of several Charlotte religious congregations, the Fellowship focuses on
being a witness to the value of diversity, and educating the public on public
school issues as they relate to this and
allied subjects. The Swann Fellowship
is a nonprofit organization exempt
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code 56-2106776. Financial information about this organization
and a copy of its license are available
from the State Solicitation Licensing
Branch at 1-888-830-4989.
The
license is not an endorsement by the
state.

September
18

Bond Oversight Committee, Building Services, 7:30 a.m.
Personnel/Policy Committee, Board Conference Room,
Education Center, 3 p.m.

25 School board meeting, Education Center, 6 p.m.

Sound off! for quality education
Your words in support of a quality, equitable, integrated education
can help make the case for community support of CharlotteMecklenburg Schools. Pick up your pen! Or get your mouse in motion!
Here’s information on how to submit your letters to area media.
The Charlotte Post: By e-mail: thepost@clt.mindspring.com; by fax:
704-342-2160; by mail: Editor, The Charlotte Post, 1531 Camden
Road, Charlotte, NC 28203-4783.
The Charlotte Observer: By e-mail: opinion@charlotteobserver.com;
by fax: 704-358-5022; by mail: The Observer Forum, The Charlotte
Observer, P.O. Box 30308, Charlotte, NC 28230-0308.
The Charlotte World: By e-mail: warren.smith@
thecharlotteworld.com; by fax: 704-503-6691; by mail: 8701 Mallard
Creek Road, Charlotte, NC 28262-9705.
The Leader: By e-mail: editor@leadernews.com; by fax: 704-3470358; by mail: 800 E. Trade St., Charlotte, NC 28202-3014
Creative Loafing: By e-mail: charlotte@creativeloafing.com; by fax:
704-522-8088; by mail: P.O. Box 241988 Charlotte, NC 28224-1988.
La Noticia: 6101 Idlewild Road Suite 328, Charlotte, NC 28212.
Educate!: By e-mail: SwannFello@aol.com; by fax: 704-342-4550; by
mail: 1510 E. 7th St. Charlotte, NC 28204-2410.
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Assignment 2002

High school
attendance areas

High school
assignments
As expected, the assignments for
high school students for 2002 do not
play out the extremes evident in
elementary and middle school
assignments approved by the school
board July 31.
That’s because the building blocks
of the assignment plan are elementaries serving nearby, and relatively
segregated, neighborhoods As
assignment areas get larger, some
integration inevitably occurs.
As reviewed earlier in Educate!,
the elementary schools are projected to vary from 1% poor to 97%
poor, middle schools from 2% to
79%.
The high schools range from 1%
to 67%.
Here’s a summary of how the
high schools are projected to look,
based on the attendance areas
shown at top right.
Size: Not counting alternative
programs and the arts magnet, size
ranges from 1,284 at Olympic to
2,,456 at Independence. Waddell at
1,108 and Hopewell at 1,585 are
new and stationed in growth areas.
Utilization: Enrollment divided
by capacity yields a utilization percentage. The high schools will operate at from 81% of capacity at
Waddell to 131% at East Meck.
Mobile units total 174, roughly
12.5% of total high school classrooms and the equivalent of two
more high schools.
Poverty: As measured by percentages of children who qualify for
free- or reduced-price lunch, the
school more than 60% poor is West
Charlotte at 67%. The number
would be higher except for magnet
programs at the school.
The schools less than 10% poor
are South Meck (7%), Butler (6%),
and Providence (1%).
Exceptional Children: The
number of classes are evenly
spread, and range from 5 at South
Meck to 10 at Myers Park.
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Hopewell

Charlotte-Mecklenburg
pupil assignment plan,
approved July 31,
2001,
for use in 20022003.

North
Meck

Rulings in desegregation
case now before federal
courts could force
changes in this plan
before implementation.

Vance

Data source:
Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Schools

West
Meck

West Charlotte

Independence
Garinger

Myers
Park

East
Meck

Butler

Olympic
E.E.
Waddell

South
Meck

Providence

Left map shows high schools projected at 60% or more poor students. Map at right shows those with percentages of 10% or less.
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Smith announces
his 5-year goals
Continued from Page 2

year), get half the students to
enroll in at least one Advanced
Placement or International
Baccalaureate course, and get
75% of those students to do well
enough to get college credit.
These kinds of goals win the
superintendent snickers in some
quarters – and comments about
how he seems interested only in
the smartest kids who are in IB
and AP classes. That criticism
may be harsh. So too is the reality
that, without major changes,
about a quarter of this fall’s
ninth-graders likely will not graduate from high school.
Smith’s goals, as reported by
the Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Education Foundation:
Academic Achievement
95% of all students in grades 3, 5
and 8 will perform at or above
grade level in reading and mathematics.
50% of students in grades 3, 5 and
8 will perform at Level 4 (above
grade level) in reading and mathematics.
95% of all students in grades 4, 7
and 10 will perform on grade
level in writing.
60% of students leaving the eighth
grade will earn at least a Level 3
on the Algebra I End-of-Course
test.
50% of all graduates will complete
at least one Advanced
Placement or International
Baccalaureate course, and 75%
of those students will perform at
the level required for college
credit (a level 3 or above for AP
exams and a level 4 or above on
IB exams).
Disparity based on race, ethnicity
and socio-economic status will
be no greater than 10 percentage points on all academic
measures.
Average SAT scores will meet or
exceed the national average.
40 percent of students with disabili-

“Disaggregated Data”
ties will earn a regular high
school diploma.
Safe and Orderly Environment
95% of respondents on an annual
survey will indicate they feel safe
at school, believe students are
well behaved, and indicate they
know the rules for appropriate
behavior and consequences for
any infractions.
100% of schools will score at or
above 85% on the safe school
audit.
Community Collaboration
100% of schools will improve parent contact by using multiple

methods to communicate individually and directly with parents.
The number of partnerships and
volunteer programs designed to
meet specific district goals will
increase by 20%.
Equity
100% of schools will be at standard
for programs and resources.
Efficient and Effective Support
Operations
Support services will be delivered
on time, on budget, and with
quality at or above the expectation of the school-based customer.
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Report: High school
culture shift needed
Continued from Page 2

teachers and other adults was
contrasted with the informal
instruction of the school’s social
life. “This informal training is not
a preparation for a vague future
that must be taken on trust, as is
the case with so much academic
work; to many of the boys and
girls in high school this is ‘the
life,’ the thing they personally like
best about going to school.”
Yearbooks trace the trajectory of
the school’s social and academic
missions. The first edition, published in 1894, featured the senior
class and the school’s faculty
members, along with descriptions
of course offerings. By 1924, “athletics shares the position of honor
with the class data, and a faculty
twelve times as large occupies relatively only half as much space.”
In the 1950s, another sociologist,
James S. Coleman, studied high
schools and warned about the formation of these mini-societies. In
retrospect, Coleman’s 1961 book,
“The Adolescent Society,”
appeared on the scene like a
skunk at a picnic....
Coleman found that youngsters’
admiration for academic accomplishments begins to wane immediately after entering high school.
For males, social rewards in the
typical American high school are
allocated on the basis of athletic
prowess, not academic excellence.
In interviews with students,
Coleman discovered that the typical high school social system
judges hard work and effort differently in different pursuits, that
“the boy who goes all-out scholastically is scorned and rebuked for
working too hard; the athlete who
fails to go all-out is scorned and
rebuked for not giving his all.”
Acceptance of peers assumes special urgency in adolescence.
Adults, not teens, are responsible
for the anti-intellectualism of teen
culture. As Coleman stated, “The
norms of the system are created
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Are U.S. classes ‘hard’?
The Brookings study
asked exchange students to compare their
U.S. classes to those
in their home country.
“Overwhelmingly, the
foreign exchange students found U.S.
classes easier than
classes in their home
countries.”

5% much harder
6% a little harder
4% about same

56%
Much
easier

29%
a little
easier

Source: Brookings Institution

in large part by the activities to
which it is subject. And it is the
adult community that fixes the
activities of the adolescent community.”
A cautionary note was struck
again when Laurence Steinberg
led a team of researchers that
studied 20,000 American high
school students in the 1980s and
1990s. Steinberg argued that
school reformers, despite more
than a decade of strenuous effort,
had failed to significantly improve
American education by doing
exactly what Coleman had urged
them not to do—ignore teen culture. The 1993 book, “Beyond the
Classroom,” carefully documented
how teens spend their time. The
average teen devotes about five
hours each week, less than 10% of
waking, out-of-school time, to
homework or studying. Three
activities absorb the most time –
extracurricular activities (including sports), hanging out with
friends, and part-time jobs.
These activities seep into school
life and weaken the press for academic excellence. For individuals,
an excessive commitment to any
of them drives down academic
achievement. Parents and employers, Steinberg pointed out, undermine school achievement by tolerating, sometimes even actively
supporting, excessive time spent
on sports, friends, and jobs at the
expense of fulfilling academic
responsibilities. Tinkering with
the structure of high schools by

adding time to the school day or
making coursework more difficult
will have no effect, Steinberg concluded, until adults more aggressively guide teen culture towards
intellectually productive ends.
The 1990s research of Barbara
Schneider and David Stevenson
closed out the twentieth century
by producing a bookend to the
Lynds’ findings from Middletown.
The century had begun with teens
flocking to high schools. The century ended with near universal
high school attendance and high
school graduates flocking to colleges. In “The Ambitious
Generation: America’s Teenagers,
Motivated But Directionless,”
Schneider and Stevenson focused
on the mismatch between teens’
post-secondary ambitions and
their plans for accomplishing
them. Almost all teens want to
attend college and enter a profession, but they have no idea of the
skills and knowledge required to
do so. In some cases, students
overestimate what they need to
learn to realize their ambitions; in
other cases, they underestimate
and fail to take courses that
would even minimally prepare
them for college. Like researchers
before them, Schneider and
Stevenson found schools, parents,
and peers all important influences
on students. But, sadly, these
influences often reinforce the
“present-mindedness” of high
school students rather than pointContinued on Page 7
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Report: High school
culture shift needed
Continued from Page 6

ing them toward the future.
These studies span several
decades and involve tens of thousands of students. A common
thread runs through the literature. Schools influence students.
But causality also points in the
other direction. The survey that
the Brown Center conducted of
foreign exchange students proceeds from this latter assumption,
that students play a significant
role in creating the cultures that
give schools unique identities.
Foreign students who have
attended American high schools
may help to explain why the U.S.
perennially underachieves on
international assessments. Or, to
phrase the comparison more positively, the findings may help to
explain why high school students
in many Asian and European
nations always do well on tests of
academic knowledge.
In a nutshell: they work harder
and care more. The answers to
four questions support this conclusion.
How do American classes
compare?
Overwhelmingly, the foreign
exchange students found U.S.
classes easier than classes in their
home countries. More than half,
56%, described the U.S. classes
they attended as much easier and
29% as a little easier....
Do American students spend
as much time on schoolwork?
We asked exchange students to
compare the amount of time U.S.
students and students in their
home countries devote to schoolwork. More than a third, 34%,
said U.S. students spend much
less time on schoolwork, and 22%
said a little less time.... The
exchange students provide an
interesting, counterintuitive
caveat to this finding, however. It
isn’t simply more homework that
makes a difference. The survey
inquired about the frequency of
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Time devoted to part-time jobs
The Brookings study
asked exchange students, “During a normal school week in
your home country,
how much time
before and after
school do you usually
spend working at a
paid job?”

73%
None

9% more than 5
hours per week
10% 3-5 hours
per week
6% 1-2 hours
per week
2% less than
one hour per
week

Source: Brookings Institution

math homework. Estimates of
how often math homework is
assigned in the U.S. and abroad
are almost identical.... How can
American kids spend less time on
schoolwork but have homework
assigned just as often?
Speculation is warranted here.
Consistent with courses being easier, U.S. homework may be as frequent but take less time to complete. It could also be that students abroad spend more time
preparing for class, studying for
tests, and reviewing material previously covered, activities of good
students that go beyond completing assigned homework.
Do American students value
academic success?
We asked the exchange students
to compare their friends in the
U.S. and students back home on
the importance of doing well in
math.... Almost half... said U.S.
students place less importance in
the subject....
The pattern is starkly different
for athletic accomplishments.
Exchange students view success
in sports as a top priority of
American high school students....
More than two-thirds of exchange
students report that success in
sports is much more important to
their American friends than to
students in home countries.
Another 18% say a little more
important. As mentioned above, in
Coleman’s study in the 1950s, athletes commanded the top status
positions among peer groups in

typical American high schools. In
the eyes of students from other
countries, the paramount importance of sports persists to this day.
Teen employment in the U.S.
also differs from other countries.
Most American teens hold down
part-time jobs.... More than 70%
of exchange students said they
don’t work during a normal school
week at home....
Compared to the rest of the
world, why do American teens
spend so much time on part-time
work? And why do they value success in sports more than success
in mathematics? Clues may be
found in the fundamental reasons
why students go to school.
Why do students go to
school?...
American high school students
perceive only ambiguous connections between high school and the
world of work. As Schneider and
Stevenson found in their study,
American students probably cannot identify the specific skills and
knowledge needed for most occupations nor the high school courses in which these skills and
knowledge are taught. American
students may also believe that the
so-called “soft skills,” nonacademic
skills that are important to
employers (for example, teamwork, following directions, punctuality) are learned through parttime employment. Students elsewhere in the world believe that
high school prepares them for an
Continued on Page 8
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Briefs
Use of vouchers: A private
group’s study of 3,700 Cleveland
students using $2,250 vouchers to
attend private and parochial
schools found that only 20% had
ever attended a public school, the
Cleveland Plain Dealer reported.
A third were already enrolled in
private schools; another 40% were
entering kindergarten.
www.cleveland.com
Full-day boost: A study of
kindergartners in Montgomery
County’s new full-day kindergarten program found that 71%
had mastered reading fundamentals by year’s end, compared with
54% of those who attended

Report: High school
culture shift needed
Continued from Page 7

occupation and see intellectual
development as central to the
task. Perhaps the notion that a
solid grounding in intellectual disciplines opens the door to most
professions is more explicitly visible in the larger, national culture
of other nations.
Summary and conclusions
Students from abroad see
American high schools as less
focused on academic accomplishments than schools in their home
countries. They don’t believe that
American students work as hard
as students elsewhere in the
world. American students don’t
seem to care as much about learning academic subjects such as
mathematics. They seem to care
more about success at sports.
Most American high school students hold down part-time jobs.
Internationally, the vast majority
of high school students do not.
American students are also less
aware of how experiences in high

kindergarten for half a day,
according to The Washington
Post. The program had little benefit, however, for students not
from low-income or non-English
speaking families.
www.washingtonpost.com
Remembering education:
The Public Education Network, a
trade group of local education
foundations, issued a statement
urging the public, during a time
of rising defense spending, to
“remember the important role
that education plays in preserving, protecting and defending our
shared democratic values.” The
group said it hoped “dialogue
about our national readiness and
preparedness to respond to
threats against our freedom will
amplify efforts already underway
to increase the quality of
school are related to their occupational aspirations. But, like students in other countries,
American students are very
aware of high school’s importance
in getting into college. And, like
teens everywhere, they enjoy
being with their friends....
The portrait painted by this
survey is consistent with the findings of decades of research on
American adolescents and high
schools. Experts have also
described the changes individuals
can make to alter the situation.
Policies may help, but only if they
encourage changes in individual
behavior that produce shifts in
culture. Teens can work harder
and spend more time on schoolwork. Schools can expect more
and structure the school environment around intellectual accomplishments. Parents can closely
monitor their children’s academic
progress and discourage activities
that interfere with learning.
Employers can stop hiring
teenagers to work part time during the school year, especially on
school nights. All American adults
who interact with teens, including
producers of pop culture, can
stress the fundamental impor-
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America’s public schools.”
www.publiceducation.org
Smaller is better: The University of Minnesota’s Center for
School Change reported that the
ideal elementary has 300 students, the ideal middle school
500, the ideal high school 600 to
900, the Minneapolis Star
Tribune reported. Efficiencies
sought in larger campuses are
lost, according to the report, in
part in higher transportation
costs. Smaller schools are safer,
have students at higher achievement levels, have fewer discipline
problems, and fewer dropouts.
When building costs are refigured
on the basis of cost per graduate,
rather than cost per attending
student, small schools are more
efficient, according to the authors.
www.startribune.com
tance of improving one’s mind, not
only because it’s the key to living
a productive and fulfilling life,
but for its intrinsic worth.
Dramatically changing
American teen culture requires
that academic learning become a
greater priority– for teenagers, of
course, but also for parents, for
educators, for employers, and for
American society as a whole.
This excerpt of work by the
Brown Center on Education Policy
is reprinted with permission of Tom
Loveless and The Brookings
Institution. The full chapter, “High
School Culture,” and the full report,
“How Well Are Americans Students
Learning?”, are available at the
Brookings website at www.brookings.edu/browncenter/

Comments?
Is the culture of a CharlotteMecklenburg high school antiacademic? To the extent it is,
how is it to be fixed? Send your
comments to:
SwannFello@aol.com

